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Abstract. Chronic rejection (CR) is a major problem in
long-term survival in heart transplantation. We analysed
whether the occurrence of CR correlates with the incidence of acute rejections (AR) or with characteristics of
endomyocardial biopsy-derived cell cultures. CR was diagnosed by annual angiography and defined as all coronary vascular changes. One year after transplantation 24
of the 63 patients had CR (38% ). The incidence of AR in
CR + and CR- patients was comparable. The patients in
both groups had similar individual median percentages of
EMS-yielding cell cultures. During the first year the
CR- patients had more cultures in which at least 60% of
the cells were CD4 + T cells (50% vs 37%, P = 0.05), due
to a stronger CD4 predominance in the first 6 months. In
the second year the CD4 predominance in the patients
diagnosed as CR + after 1 year tended to be higher
(P = 0.08). The patients had comparable percentages of
cultures predominated by CD8 + T cells, yo T cells or
NK cells, irrespective of the time interval. These results
might indicate that CD4 + T lymphocytes play a dual role
in the aetiology of CR.
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Introduction
The long-term survival of heart transplant recipients is
limited by the development of accelerated coronary
artery disease. Knowledge about the aetiology and treatment of this disease, commonly referred to as chronic rejection (CR), is limited (1 ]. Libby et al. describe a model in
which CR was the result of a cellular immunological reaction in the graft arteries [4]. In this model the major cell
type involved was the host CD4 + helper T cell.·
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After heart transplantation endomyocardial biopsies
(EMB) are taken at regular intervals to diagnose acute rejection. We analysed whether the development of CR is
related to the occurrence of acute rejection episodes. We
also compared patients with and without CR with respect
to growth patterns and phenotypic composition of cells
grown from EMB (6, 10] to analyse whether the occurrence of CR is correlated with any of these characteristics.

Materials and methods
Patients
We studied 63 consecutive cardiac allograft recipients transplanted
between January 1988 and February 1990. The median age of the patients was 50 years, with a range of 19 to 59 years. All patients had received preoperative blood transfusions and all received cyclosporine
and low-dose prednisone as maintenance immunosuppression. In
the early post-transplantation period serial EMBs were obtained at
weekly intervals. Later EMBs were taken less frequently. The rejection grade was assessed according to the criteria of Billingham. Only
is cases of infiltrate with myocyte necrosis (grade 2) was anti rejection therapy instituted. During the first year pTx we received 12 to
23 EMBs from each patient (median 15 EMBs). In the second year
pTx 2-5 EMBs per patient were obtained.
Diagnosis of CR was assessed by annual coronary angiography
and defined as the presence of all coronary vascular changes, including minor wall irregularities of the epicardial branches and the intramyocardial branches. All coronary angiographies were scored by
consensus oftwoofus (AHMM Band M vd L).

Culture method and phenotypic analysis
Endomyocardial biopsies were cultured as described by Ouwehand
et al. (6]. Surface differentiation antigens of the EMB-derived cultures were analysed as described before (6). A phenotypic marker
was defined as predominant when at least 60% of the cells were positive.

Statistics
Unless stated otherwise data were analysed by the Mann-Whitney
U test.
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Table 1. Median individual percentage of CD4 or CDS predominance (;::: 60% of the cells) in T-cell cultures from CR + and CRPatients derived from EMBs taken during different time intervals
lime
interval

Predominant
phenotype

Median % of cultures
(number of patients)
CR +
patients

CR?-value
patients

First year

CD4
CDS

37 (24)
33 (24)

50 (39)
25 (39)

0.05
0.60

G-t8o days

CD4
CDS

44 (24)
27 (24)

59 (39)
20 (39)

0.06
0.54

180-360 days

CD4
CDS

10 (24)
50 (24)

33 (35)
33 (35)

o.so
0.58

50 (17)
20 (17)

50 (27)
0 (28)

0.32
0.10

Until first
acute rejection•

CD4
CDS
'rejection biopsy included

Results

Patients

~ne year after transplantation, 24 of the 63 patients stuJed (38%) were diagnosed as having CR. The median age
of these 24 CR + patients (50 years, range 17-59 years)
7as similar to that of the CR- patients (50 years, range
7-58 years).
During the first year post-transplantation the number
of EMBs obtained from CR + and CR- patients were
( 0 mparable: CR + patients median number of EMBs, 15
1 ~ange 13-23); CR- patients, 16 (range 12-23). After
r months, 17 CR + patients (71%) and 29 CR- pa.1en.ts (74%) had had one or more periods of acute reJectiOn. The number of acute rejection episodes was not
related to the development of CR.

Cell cultures
Lymphocyte cultures (to a minimum of 106 cells) could be
~stablished from at least one EMB from all patients. After
d.Year the CR + and CR- patients had comparable meCt~n percentages of biopsies yielding T-cell cultures:
+ patients; 43%; CR- patients, 33%; P =0.45. The
f.ercentage growth from biopsies of CR + and CR- pa;1ents .at different time intervals during this first year was
so highly comparable.
In the first year the CR- patients had a higher per~~~age of cultures in which at least 60% of the cells were
C + T .cells (CR- patients, median percentage 50%;
in~~ patients, 37%; P = 0.05) (Table 1). This difference
t . 4. predominance was mainly caused by the EMB obh~~ed In the first half year (P = 0.06), since in the second
a/ear ~04 + T cells predominated in CR + and CRt~ ~ents In equal percentages (P = 0.80). CR + patients
n ~ ed to have a higher percentage of CD8 + T-cell-domir ~ ed.cultures from EMBs obtained before the first acute
piechon episode (P = 0.10). In other time intervals the
bo~~enta.ges of cultures dominated by CD8 + T cells in
fe Patient groups were comparable. There were no diftort~nces between CR + and CR- patients with respect
e predominance of NK or cells.

yo

Second year
Eleven CR + patients and 15 CR- patients could be studied for a second year. Two of the 15 patients negative for
CR after 1 year developed CR during the second year.
The 13 CR - patients and the two newly diagnosed
CR + patients did not differ with respect to the characteristics of the graft infiltrating cells. This might very well
be due to the small number of patients and small number
of EMBs obtained in the second year. Five of the 11 patients diagnosed as having CRafter 1 year had at least one
acute rejection during the second year, compared with
only one of the 13 patients who at the end of the second
year were still CR- (P = 0.17, Fisher test).
The 11 CR + patients were compared with the
13 CR- patients concerning the cultures derived from
EMBs obtained during the second year. The patient
groups had comparable median percentages of cell
growth and predominance of CD8 + T cells. There were
no differences in the predomination of either NK cells or
yo T cells. During the second year the 11 CR + patients
tended to have a higher percentage of cultures dominated
by CD4 + T cells (P =0.08). We, therefore, also analysed
the CD4 predominance in these 11 CR + and 13 CR patients in the first year (Fig.1 ). During the first 6 months
the CR- patients tended to have a higher median percentage of CD4-dominated cultures (P = 0.09). This difference diminished in the second half year (P = 0.88). ·

Discussion
We analysed whether the development of chronic rejection can be related to the occurrence of acute rejection
episodes or to characteristics of EMB-derived cultures of
graft infiltrating cells.
In our pa~ient group the occurrence of acute rejection
episodes was not related to the development of CR. The
percentage rejectors in both groups was similar, and arelationship between the number of acute rejection episodes and the development of CR was not found. These
results are in agreement with those reported by other
groups [2, 5]. However, Uretsky et al. [8] demonstrated a
relationship between the occurrence of major acute rejection episodes during the first year after transplantation
and the subsequent development of CR. These conflicting
results might be explained by differences in the definitions
of both acute rejection and CR.
With the exception of predominance of CD4 + T cells,
the CR + and CR- patients were highly comparable
when data concerning growth patterns and phenotypic
composition of graft infiltrating cells for the complete first
year after transplantation were analysed. The patient
groups had highly similar percentages of lymphocyte
growth from EMBs irrespective of the time interval. Kaufman et al. [3] demonstrated an association between lymphocyte growth from EMBs taken during the first
3 months post-transplantation and the subsequent development of CR. In our study the CR + and CR- patients
had highly similar percentage growth from EMBs obtained during the first 90 days (data not shown). These
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Fig. I. Individual percentages of T-ccll cultures from cndomyocardial biopsies (EMB) in which CD4 + T cells predominated ( ~ 60%
of the cells). EMBs were taken at different time intervals pTx from

II patients with CR at I year after transplantation and 13 patients
without CR at 2 years after transplantation. Median percentages arc
indicated

conflicting results might be caused by differences in the
growth medium, or by differences in the definitions of
both cell growth and CR.
The CR + and CR- patient groups had comparable
percentages of yo T-cell-dominated cultures from EMBs
obtained before the diagnosis of CR. The presence of yo
T cells seems not to be related to CR, since Vaessen et a!.
[9) showed that in the years after diagnosis of CR the
EMB-dcrived cultures from CR + and CR- patients also
yielded yo T cells in comparable frequencies.
The most pronounced difference between CR + and
CR- patients was found in the predominance of CD4 +
cells (Table 1). During the first half year the CR- patients had a higher percentage of CD4-dominated cultures, while in the second half year no differences between
the two groups were found (Table 1). In the second year
post-transplantation the CR + patients showed a higher
median percentage of CD4-dominated cultures compared
with the patients who remained free from CR during the
first 2 years (Fig. 1). The change in time of this difference
between CR + and CR- patients was due to a decline in
CD4-dominated cultures in the CR- patients.
The higher CD4 predominance in the patients having
CR is in agreement with the model described by Libby et
al. [4}, in which CD4 + helper T cells interacting with
foreign HLA class-II antigens are thought to play an important role. Histological evidence for the importance of
class- II antigens in relation to CR has come from Salomon
ct al. [7], who demonstrated high class-11 expression on
endothelial cells in arteriosclerosis lesions from human
cardiac allografts. We do not have an explanation for the
stronger CD4 predominance in the cultures from the
CR- patients during the first 6 months after transplantation. One might speculate that the patients diagnosed as
having CR at the end of the first year developed CR because of the lack of graft infiltrating CD4 + T cells.
In conclusion, analysis of heart allograft infiltrating
cells in relation to CR does not lead to the definition of a
factor with prognostic value for the development of CR.
The differences between CR + and CR- patients in the
predominance of CD4 + T cells in EMB-derived cultures
and the change with time of this difference might indicate

that CD4 + T cells play a dual role in the aetiology of
chronic rejection.
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